Protein function shift can be predicted from sequence comparisons, either using positive selection signals or evolutionary rate estimation. None of the methods have been validated on large datasets, however. Here we investigate existing and novel methods for protein function shift prediction, and benchmark the accuracy against a large dataset of proteins with known enzymatic functions. Function change was predicted between subfamilies by identifying two kinds of sites in a multiple sequence alignment: Conservation-Shifting Sites (CSS), which are conserved in two subfamilies using two different amino acid types, and RateShifting Sites (RSS), which have different evolutionary rates in two subfamilies. CSS were predicted by a new entropy-based method, and RSS using the Rate-Shift program. In principle, the more CSS and RSS between two subfamilies, the more likely a function shift between them. A test dataset was built by extracting subfamilies from Pfam with different EC numbers that belong to the same domain family. Subfamilies were generated automatically using a phylogenetic tree-based program, BETE. The dataset comprised 997 subfamily pairs with four or more members per subfamily. We observed a significant increase in CSS and RSS for subfamily comparisons with different EC numbers compared to cases with same EC numbers. The discrimination was better using RSS than CSS, and was more pronounced for larger families. Combining RSS and CSS by discriminant analysis improved classification accuracy to 71%. The method was applied to the Pfam database and the results are available at http://FunShift.cgb.ki.se. A closer examination of some superfamily comparisons showed that single EC numbers sometimes embody distinct functional classes. Hence, the measured accuracy of function shift is underestimated. Proteins 2005;60:758 -768.
INTRODUCTION
Homologous proteins belonging to diverse protein families frequently evolve slightly different functions, such as different substrate specificities and activities. For example, the enzymes trypsin, chymotrypsin, and elastase are homologs that belong to the serine protease family, with a conserved catalytic triad of Asp-His-Ser. These proteins catalyze the same reaction, that is, hydrolysis of a peptide bond, but recognize and bind to different substrates and thus differ in function even though they have sequence/structural similarity and conserved catalytic residues. 1 Gene duplications giving rise to multigene families are known to create opportunities for functional divergence by allowing one gene copy to freely evolve a novel function, while the other maintains the original function. 2 Several methods exist to predict that a gene has undergone a change in function (i.e., positive selection) using the protein-coding DNA sequence. [3] [4] [5] These methods look for positive selection along specific branches of a phylogenetic tree by estimating the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous nucleotide substitution rates (Ka/Ks). Ratios Ͼ1 indicate positive selection. This kind of analysis has been done on various smaller datasets, as well as on a large dataset of chordate gene families called "The Adaptive Evolution Database" (TAED). 6 However, Ka/Ks-based methods use pairwise sequence alignments 7 and are limited to closely related species, because silent substitutions become saturated over longer evolutionary timescales, in the order of 100 million years. 8 Alternative methods exist for detecting function shifts, which use protein sequence multiple alignments to identify amino acid sites that have undergone a rate change between two subfamilies. 9 -11 These methods are based on the fact that a significant rate difference at a given site between two subgroups of a protein family indicates that the function constraints at this position are different in the two groups. Detecting a large number of such positions, termed Rate Shifting Sites (RSS) in this article, suggests that the overall protein function has diverged.
Perfectly conserved positions in a family, like binding site residues, are normally essential for maintaining the function or structure. Some positions, however, may show a subfamily-specific conservation pattern, that is, conserved in all subfamilies, but using different amino acids in different subfamilies. In such cases, it is possible that the subfamilies have different substrate specificities or have undergone some change in function. Positions that exhibit this conservation pattern can thus also be used as indicators of function shift. We call these positions Conservation Shifting Sites (CSS), and present a method to detect these. Previous efforts have been made to identify such functional specificity determining sites in a handful of protein families. [12] [13] [14] [15] In this article we use the same concept but employ a simplified and normalized method that can be used to compare CSS levels of different subfamily comparisons with each other.
To apply these methods on protein families, it is necessary to first divide them into subfamilies. Often this is achieved by simple phylogenetic analysis, where subfamily membership of proteins is decided based on the inspection of a phylogenetic tree. However, it is difficult to come up with an objective cutoff that optimally divides the tree into subfamilies. Because this is also time consuming for large-scale analysis, attempts have been made to automate the process. Sjolander presented a method called BETE 14 to this end, in which subfamilies are automatically defined in a tree where each node is represented as a sequence profile of the sequences under that node. There is a cost that increases with the number of subfamilies, although there is a benefit in keeping subfamilies apart that have high relative entropy (i.e., many CSS). Starting from the leaves, nodes are joined to form subfamilies until the optimal balance between these costs is found.
Here we present an approach where we use enzyme families derived from the Pfam database and apply the BETE method for defining subfamilies. We then analyze these subfamilies with the CSS and RSS methods mentioned above as indicators of function shift between the subfamilies. The Enzyme Commission (EC) number assigned to protein sequences was used as a token of function in this study. 16 The methodology was evaluated in a large-scale test based on the Pfam database, from which we derived subfamilies pairs of two categories: (1) subfamilies with the same EC number, indicating no functional change, and (2) subfamilies with different EC numbers, indicating a functional shift. We measured the capacity of the CSS and RSS methods to separate these two categories, and also explored joining the two methods. From these results we derived optimal cutoffs for predicting function shift. These were used to predict function shifts in subfamilies in the entire Pfam database. Many previously unknown cases of function divergence were detected by this approach. The results are available at http://FunShift. cgb.ki.se.
METHODS AND DATA Rate-Shifting Sites (RSS)
RSS were identified using the LRT program. 9 In this method the positions are analyzed individually and the program generates U-values that indicate the likelihood that there is a rate change for each alignment position between the subfamilies under consideration. A threshold cutoff of U-value 4.0 was considered significant at 5% significance level, 9 and a site is regarded as a rate-shifting site only if it is equal to or above this threshold cutoff. The RSS value for a subfamily comparison equals the percentage of rate shifting sites per alignment position. In both RSS and CSS calculations, positions that contained only gaps in a subfamily were not counted; these were detected by the hmmbuild program.
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Conservation-Shifting Sites (CSS)
CSS were identified using the method described by Sjolander.
14 The amino acid distribution at each position in an alignment is computed by using pseudo counts.
where n x are the observed counts of amino acid x in a column, N is the total number of amino acids observed in the column, A is a weighting factor equal to 20, and K x is the frequency of the amino acid x derived from the Swissprot protein sequence database. 16 The relative entropy in one position between two subfamilies p and q is computed as The Z-score is a normalized method to examine the similarity between two distributions of amino acids. Smaller Z-score values are associated with similar amino acid distributions in both subfamilies, while larger Z-score values are associated with very different distributions. The absolute levels of CRE may vary substantially between families due to different conservation levels, but by using the Z-score normalization we can treat different families in the same scale. The CSS value for a subfamily comparison equals the percentage of sites with Z-score exceeding 0.5 per alignment position. The total number of positions were counted as in the RSS calculation.
Pfam Subfamilies
Data were derived from "full" alignments of Pfam protein domain families (Version 9.0) 19 with an upper limit of 500 sequences and a lower limit of eight sequences per EVALUATION OF FUNCTION CHANGE PREDICTION METHODS family. This left a total of 4225 Pfam families, which were divided into 36,446 subfamilies by BETE. Only subfamilies with at least four members were analyzed (13, 599) . RSS and CSS values were calculated for all subfamily pairs in each family.
Subfamilies in which protein sequences had Enzyme Commission (EC) numbers in the description lines were identified, which were in turn derived from the Enzyme database. 16 A difference in EC number was used as a token for difference in function and comparisons were divided into two categories termed "Same_EC" and "Diff_EC," depending on whether both subfamilies have the same EC number or two different EC numbers for all the constituent sequences, respectively. For example, if subfamily A has EC 1.1.1.1 for all members, and Subfamily B has EC 1.1.1.2 for all its members, then such a comparison belongs to Diff_EC. Likewise, if both subfamilies A and B have EC 1.1.1.1 for all the constituent members then that comparison belongs to Same_EC category. If two different EC numbers were present within one subfamily, then it was not considered for the analysis. This was observed in 179 subfamilies.
The subfamily comparisons had to satisfy the following conditions to be considered for this analysis.
(1) Both subfamilies should have a minimum of four sequences with EC numbers each, because rate-shift analysis is not meaningful for fewer sequences. ( 2) The EC number information should be available at all four levels. (3) All sequences should have the same domain composition. This last condition was used to eliminate potentially wrong EC numbers. The member proteins in a Pfam family can have many kinds of domains in them, and this can be the reason why more than one EC number is present in the family. Hence, we discarded all comparisons that involved members with different domain compositions, both within and across subfamilies. This is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Phylogenetic Analysis of the Galactose-1-Phosphate Uridylyltransferase Family
A multiple alignment for the C terminal domain (PF02744) of Galactose-1-phosphate uridylyltransferase was obtained from Pfam, followed by manual editing to remove partial sequences and sequences not belonging to both the Gal7 and GalT subfamilies. A phylogenetic tree was inferred using the Neighbor-Joining method with observed divergence distances and 500 bootstrap replicates by the program Phylo_win.
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RESULTS
The aim of this analysis was to analyze the ability of the CSS and RSS methods for predicting function shift between subfamilies within a larger family. The evidence for function shift is based on the EC number annotation, assuming that any change in EC number (Diff_EC) represents a function shift while proteins with the same EC number (Same_EC) have identical functions.
A total of 206 subfamily comparisons in the Diff_EC category from 49 Pfam families, and 791 comparisons in the Same_EC category from 189 Pfam families were considered for the analysis. The subfamilies were generated from 216 Pfam families using the BETE method. In each category the comparisons were further divided into single domain and multidomain comparisons. The number of comparisons, Pfam families, subfamilies, and sequences in each of these categories are given in Table I .
RSS Distributions in the Same_EC and Diff_EC Categories
We wanted to test if there are any differences between Same_EC comparisons and Diff_EC comparisons with respect to CSS and RSS. Figure 2 (a) shows the cumulative distributions of RSS values for all comparisons in the test sets. We chose to plot the cumulative distributions because it smoothes out local variations and because it provides direct information of how many comparisons are above a certain cutoff.
The maximum separation between the Same_EC and Diff_EC distributions was observed at 11% RSS. In Figure  2 (a) it can be seen that 44% of the Diff_EC comparisons and 70% of the Same_EC comparisons fall below this cutoff. In other words, we can detect 56% of the function shift cases (false negative rate of 44%) while having to accept a false positive rate of 30%. Using another cutoff, say 16% RSS, we can detect 26% true positives at a 9% false positive ratio.
A possible reason for the lack of clear separation may be the presence of multidomain and small subfamilies. Therefore, the data was divided into single domain comparisons and multidomain comparisons and analyzed them separately. We observed that in the case of single domain comparisons [ Fig. 2(b) ] the maximum separation between the Same_EC and Diff_EC distributions increased from 26 to 35%, also at 11% RSS. In case of multidomain comparisons, a maximum separation of 19% was observed at 9% RSS. One possible interpretation for this could be that the domains in the multidomain category comparisons have higher functional constraints to resist changes because they carry out a function in combination with the domain on the same chain. In contrast, the domains in the single domain comparison category may have more relaxed functional constraints because they do not depend on a partner domain.
To investigate whether the size of subfamilies had any effect on the distribution of RSS, we took out the 25% largest subfamilies comparisons (based on the size of the smaller subfamily, which is a minimum of 14 sequences) and plotted the RSS distribution for this quartile, shown in Figure 2 (c). Here the maximum separation between Diff_EC and Same_EC comparisons is further increased to 41%, at 15% RSS. For the smallest quartile the maximum separation was 23% at 5% RSS. These results show that large subfamily comparisons give better separation between Diff_EC and Same_EC categories than small subfamily comparisons. A more complete picture of the separation's dependency on the subfamily size is given in Table  II . Although smaller subfamilies tend to yield smaller separation, it was still 34% for subfamilies with only four members. Thus, using four as the minimum subfamily size seems reasonable.
We then looked at the distribution of large subfamily comparisons with single domains. Figure 2(d) shows the distribution of RSS for the large subfamily comparisons with single domains. The maximum separation is here further increased to 64% at 17% RSS.
CSS Distributions in the Same_EC and Diff_EC Categories
The data for conservation shifting sites is shown in Figure 3 (a). In general, it can be observed that the percentage of CSS per alignment position is higher than 
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RSS for a particular comparison. The maximum separation obtained was 25% at 29% CSS. The distributions of single domain category, shown in Figure 3(b) , showed a slight increase in maximum separation which was 27% also at 29% CSS. Again, the multidomain category showed less separation between Same_EC and Diff_EC comparisons: 14% at 29% CSS.
Figure 3(c) shows the distribution of CSS between Same_EC and Diff_EC categories for comparisons of the 25% largest subfamilies. The maximum separation was improved to 30% at 23% CSS. For the 25% smallest subfamily comparisons, the CSS distributions of Diff_EC and Same_EC could not be differentiated. Figure 3(d) shows the distribution of CSS for large subfamily comparisons having single domains. Here the separation improved to 40% at 30% CSS. The CSS method thus yielded overall somewhat less separation between Diff_EC and Same_EC category comparisons than RSS. The same pattern was observed that large subfamilies and single domain comparisons contained most of the signal. The separation for comparisons with only four sequences in the smaller subfamily was 9% (Table II) , which is not much but still adds value.
This analysis shows that there is a clear difference in the distribution of RSS and CSS between Same_EC and Diff_EC categories, with a maximum observed separation of 64% for RSS and 40% for CSS, indicating that the predictors derived from these distributions can be used to predict function change.
Predictors for Classifying New Cases of Function Shift
If the RSS and CSS methods complement each other, it may be possible to combine them to get even better separation between the Same_EC and Diff_EC comparisons. The correlation between RSS and CSS is shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b) for all comparisons and large subfamily comparisons, respectively. The plots show that there is almost no correlation between RSS and CSS, yet there is an enrichment of Same_EC comparisons in the upper right area, corresponding to high RSS and CSS values. A combined approach should thus yield better separation.
To obtain a combined predictor using both RSS and CSS we used linear discriminant analysis and derived classification functions, which can be used to determine the most likely group a given case belongs to.
Two classification functions were derived, one for each group (with equal weighting), in the following form:
The subscript i denotes the group (Same_EC or Diff_EC); the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the variables (RSS or CSS). C i is a constant; w i1 and w i2 are the weight factors; v 1 and v 2 are the arcsin transformed values of the square root 21 of RSS and CSS respectively; S i is the resultant classification score.
The classification functions thus derived using all the comparisons are:
The classification functions derived using large subfamily comparisons are:
These classification functions are then used to classify a comparison into the group that obtains the highest resultant classification score. A user should choose the classification function depending on the subfamily size; for subfamilies larger than eight members, the second set of functions should be employed.
The comparisons in each category (Same_EC and Diff_EC) were divided randomly into training and test sets. The training set was used to derive classification functions, which were used on the test set to determine the accuracy of prediction, that is, what fraction of the predictions were correct. The procedure was iterated 10 times; the average accuracy in each dataset is given in Table III. A prediction accuracy of 66% was observed for the Same_EC category and 64 -71% for Diff_EC category.
Database of Subfamily Alignments, Comparisons, and Function Shift Predictions
The classification functions derived were used to identify new cases of function shift by applying them to the 4225 Pfam families with multiple subfamilies containing at least four sequences. In 1280 families at least one subfamily pair was detected as function shifted (756 if using the discriminant function from large subfamily comparisons). These families include the enzyme families used as test set in this analysis. In addition, 1117 other Pfam families contained cases where function shifting was detected. The columns "%RSS" and "%CSS" indicate the point where the maximum separation occurred.
For each subfamily comparison, positions were marked up as RSS or CSS when these parameters exceeded the cutoffs according to the methods described earlier. The subfamily alignments along with predictions of functional shift and RSS/CSS markup are available for browsing and download at http://FunShift.cgb.ki.se.
Analysis of Potentially Erroneous EC Classifications
As can be seen in the above results, the separation between the Same_EC and Diff_EC categories is rather poor. A particular worry is that some Same_EC comparisons had very high RSS and CSS values, in some cases as high as the highest values for Diff_EC comparisons. To investigate the reasons for this, we analyzed in detail the top 20 Same_EC comparisons with the highest RSS or CSS value from the large subfamily category in detail (see Table IV ). Only 5% of the Diff_EC comparisons had a higher RSS/CSS value than the lowest of these. When analyzing these cases we found that almost all the comparisons have an underlying difference in function between the subfamilies. Each case is different, but the common observation was that the two subfamilies stem from distinct groups that have diverged a very long time ago, often dating back to early prokaryotic evolution. One can imagine this as a protein family with two parallel groups that perform functions so similar that the EC nomenclature can not distinguish them, yet on the molecular level the differences are notable. To illustrate the nature of these differences, we will discuss the families Galactose-1-phosphate uridylyltransferase and Phospholipase A2 enzyme.
Galactose-1-phosphate uridylyltransferase
Galactose-1-phosphate uridylyltransferase catalyzes the reversible transfer of the uridine 5Ј-monophosphoryl moiety of UDP-glucose to the phosphate group of galactose 1-phosphate to form UDP-galactose. This enzyme (EC 2.7.7.12) participates in the Leloir pathway of galactose metabolism, and its absence is the primary cause of the potentially lethal disease galactosemia. 23 In Pfam, this enzyme is divided in two domain families, namely galactose-1-phosphate uridyl transferase, N-terminal domain (PF01087) and C-terminal domain (PF02744). Most proteins have both the N-terminal and C-terminal domain.
The proteins in these domain families fall into two distinct subfamilies, the GalT subfamily and Gal7 subfamily 24 (see Fig. 5 ). The GalT subfamily is limited to the phylum firmicutes (Gram-positive bacteria), whereas the Gal7 subfamily is a mixture of sequences belonging to the proteobacteria (purple bacteria), Gram-negative bacteria, fungi, and metazoa. It thus appears as if two types of the enzyme existed already at the split between early forms of prokaryotes. Looking closer at the Gal7 subfamily in the tree, it is clear that it does not correspond to regular divergent evolution of species. Either it must have been transferred to some bacteria from a metazoan ancestor, or there was a duplication early in the Gal7 lineage from which one copy was selectively lost in Gram-negative bacteria and human/ fly, while the other one was lost selectively in fungi/ elegans. The 3D structure is known for GAL7_ECOLI (PDB: 1GUP), a member of the Gal7 subfamily, which shows that it binds one zinc and one iron ion per subunit. 25 Table V shows the conservation pattern of the ligand binding sites for the Gal7 and GalT subfamilies for both the N-terminal and the C-terminal domains. Of the 32 binding sites, 30 are conserved (more than 80% identity) in the Gal7 subfamily, while only 21 are conserved in the GalT subfamily. Only four sites are conserved the same way in both subfamilies. This indicates that a majority of the residues required for the catalytic activity of the enzyme are under different evolutionary constraints in the GalT subfamily, and that the function is likely to be different in the two subfamilies. The ligand/metal binding residues of 3D structure for GAL7_ECOLI (PDB: 1GUP) were mapped on to the combined alignment of the subfamilies and their conservation was observed. Only the most conserved amino acid (Ͼ 80% identity) for each position is provided. X denotes that the position is variable (more than two types of amino acids exist with Ͻ30% identity).
Phospholipase A2
Another striking example are Phospholipases A2 (PLA2) (EC 3.1.1.4) that affect the hydrolysis of sn-2 fatty acid acyl ester bond of phopholipids (Pfam:PF00068). They are divided into two major classes, secreted form (sPLA2) and cytoplasmic form, and are further subclassified as Group I sPLA2s found in mammalian pancreas and in Elapid Snake venom, and as Group II sPLA2s found in human inflammatory fluids and in Viperid Snake venom. 26 Comparisons between subfamilies belonging to Group I sPLA2s and Group II sPLA2s often generate very high RSS and CSS values. It has been observed that Group I sPLA2s bind calcium for activity, while Group II sPLA2s can not bind calcium. 27 They thus lack the enzymatic PLA2 activity but can serve as inhibitors or chaperones for normal sPLA2. Another observed function difference is that Group I sPLA2s are mostly neurotoxins, whereas Group II sPLA2s are myotoxic in nature. Davidson and Dennis (1990) proposed an evolutionary scheme for sPLA2. This scheme entails a series of duplication events starting with a progenitor sPLA2, which undergoes gene duplication to produce a Group I/II precursor and a Group III (bee venom sPLA2) precursor. The Group I/II precursor is again duplicated to generate the Group I and II enzymes. As both reptiles and mammals possess various sPLA2s of both groups, all these duplications have occurred before their divergence. It also has been shown previously that PLA2s undergo accelerated rate of evolution 28 in branches leading to Viperidae and Elapidae snakes, with protein coding regions evolving faster than intronic regions. Hence, this functional divergence is supposed to have occurred before the divergence of reptiles and mammals.
The above cases demonstrate that in some families, subfamilies exist that have diverged functionally and accommodate subfamily specific functions even though they still perform the general function of the family. In general, the different forms are specific to a particular lineage, and may be related to environmental conditions. These cases also demonstrate the power of the function shift detection approach, as it identifies families where there is evidence for function divergence between subfamilies.
DISCUSSION
Previous to this study, several methods had been developed to identify positions in protein sequence alignments responsible for functional divergence, and had been applied to either single families or small datasets. Most of these studies were demonstrated on cases where a 3D structure was available and the functional divergence between the subfamilies was already known. The positions responsible for such functional divergence were then predicted and confirmed, often with the help of 3D structural information. This is the first time a large-scale study has been done on function shift between subfamilies of a protein family using only conservation signals derived from multiple sequence alignments of protein families.
In this study we have tested the hypothesis that the RSS and CSS levels between two subfamilies are correlated with function shifting. This was tested by deriving subfamilies with EC functional annotation from Pfam. It was shown that RSS and CSS levels differ substantially between subfamily comparisons in which both subfamilies have the same EC number compared to where they differ. RSS and CSS levels can thus be used as indicators of functional shift. We have selected cutoffs that perform optimally for this purpose, and applied the method to the entire Pfam database. This produced a new dataset called FunShift of subfamilies that belong to the same family but are predicted to have different function.
It was observed that the optimally discriminating CSS levels were much higher than the optimal RSS levels. We could have reduced the CSS values by raising the cutoff parameter in the CSS calculation. However, rather than striving to synchronize RSS and CSS levels, we strived to optimize the discrimination between the Same_EC and Diff_EC categories; this produced the disparity of the levels where the optimum was found.
The distributions of RSS and CSS between Diff_EC and Same_EC were not separated enough to accurately classify all the known cases. As shown in the results, one reason for this is the presence of functionally distinct subfamilies with the same EC number. We also observed that comparisons where each subfamily belongs to a different kingdom (e.g., Bacteria vs. Eukaryotes) have relatively higher percentages of RSS and CSS when compared to comparisons where both subfamilies belong to the same kingdom. A general correspondence between the subfamily size and the RSS and CSS levels was also observed. The fact that many Same_EC cases involve both mixed kingdom comparisons and large subfamilies might thus also contribute to poorer separation between the Diff_EC and Same_EC categories.
Collecting a large dataset of functionally divergent families and conserved families is a difficult task because the term "function" itself is loosely defined. We wish to emphasize that functional divergence with respect to biochemical function has only been considered, while many other types like structural or phenotypic exist. The type of reaction catalyzed by an enzyme forms the basis for assigning an EC number to the enzyme, which was used as a token of function in this study. As a consequence, all enzymes carrying out the same reaction are often grouped together under the same EC number, even if they operate by different chemical mechanisms, or occur as very different proteins in different species or cell types. 29 It is also possible that a particular protein can act as more than one type of enzyme but not all roles have been experimentally validated yet. This might be an additional reason why some of the Same_EC comparisons have very high RSS and CSS levels. Despite these and many other shortcomings in the EC numbering system, we have used this for our analysis, as no other system exists (to our knowledge) where function has been experimentally defined and can be used for systematic analysis of function.
One of the main results of this study is the FunShift database of protein subfamilies annotated with predicted function shifting sites and predicted functionally distinct subfamilies. This dataset may be used for a number of other studies. For instance, investigating the distribution of RSS and CSS residues on the 3D structure of the protein, 10 identifying function subtypes, 15 or function divergence principles. 11, 30 Many of these studies have only been carried out on single protein families and will be of more general value using our dataset. Furthermore, the RSS and CSS can be used as primary candidates for site directed mutagenesis in function elucidation of proteins from laboratory experiments.
